
FinTech CTO  

FUNDED FINTECH STARTUP SEEKS VISIONARY CHIEF 
TECHNOLOGY OFFICER (CTO) 👉  

This start-up is:  

● Transforming consumer finance  

● Empowering customers on a pathway to significantly improved financial health  
● Fintech VC funded & backed  

● Generous equity package on offer  

● Help shape the technology vision from day zero  

CREATE MASSIVE IMPACT 🚀& BE PART OF HISTORY 📖  

Our mission is large, every minute of the day, people around Australia worry about their  

finances.. People ask themselves “Do I have enough money to get me through this week? I’m  

too much on my credit card, but I feel trapped, I want to save for a holiday, but my willpower  

sucks!” You will now have the power to change that to: “I feel confident with my money, I don’t  

worry about getting ripped off, I’m in control of my finances”.  

Help create money happiness and harmony for people so they can get back to doing what they  

do best, living their best lives and worrying less about money.  

Come and join us and create amazing products millions of people will use to advance their lives.  

DO THE BEST WORK OF YOUR LIFE 🌟  

As a CTO, you will join as a core member of the initial team and help build the service from  



effectively day zero. You’ll join an experienced FinTech Found founder who has built and sold a  

FinTech business from scratch and backed by visionary VC fund. This time, we're swinging for  

beyond the fences. We are building a household brand and a revered brand. We are here to do  

the best work of our lives, and we hope you are too.  
ROLE 👩🏽💻👨💻  

We’re looking for someone who is still a software engineer at heart and is looking for their next 
rewarding challenge in their life. You’ll be doing:  

● Direct strategic technical vision for the company and anticipate, plan and act on shifts in 
technology  

● Be responsible for the delivery of all software, including velocity and quality, and own the 
product roadmap  

● Act as a Data Protection Officer and be responsible for the security and privacy of our 
customers  

● Manage a team of awe-inspiring technologist to lead on our vision to be the best 
consumer finance company in Australia  

● Develop new products and features, improve existing products and features  
● Help estimate, plan and execute on projects, features, and integrations  

● Champion code quality, new technologies, and architectural design within the company  

SOUND LIKE YOU? 🙌  

What are we looking for?  

You will come from a background where delivering results and driving innovation is 
second nature and quality in equal measure and being able to transform and shape 
leading consumer applications  

● Vision: A clear vision of what a successful Product, Design and Engineering organisation 
looks like and how to achieve it.  

● Seen scale before: You’ve been a part of, or help develop a product that has seen 
significant use and affected the lives of a lot of people/users (100k+)  

● Experience: You are also a proficient engineer with a well-rounded software engineering 
background  

○ You have 10+ years of professional technology experience  
○ Significant mobile/web architecture experience with proven in market deployment 



experience (and maintenance)  

○ A proven track record of leadership in areas of technology and product  

○ Direct responsibility of a team of engineers and other technologists  

● Automate: A vision for applying software engineering skills and experiences to automate all 
aspects of the operational delivery and management process from build/test/deploy, monitoring 
and alerting, to automatic failover and capacity management.  

● Cool, Calm, Collected: Ability to make rational, data-driven decisions under pressure 
while maintaining a calm and confidence-inspiring demeanour.  

● Security Focused: We work in a regulated and environment, and security is paramount to 
us and also our users, examples where you have built highly secure consumer platforms will be 
highly advantageous  

● Customer-obsessed product focus: You take pride in building an elegant and beautiful 
product. You never rest until what you create is truly blows away the customers.  

● Problem solver: You excel at understanding and solving complex problems. You have 
astonishing attention to detail.  
● Quality communicator: You can confidently break down tricky topics in writing and in 
person.  

● Surprisingly efficient: You get a lot done quickly, and can translate your skills into new 
processes that your team will follow.  

● Leadership: You will rapidly grow into a company leader. You will build company culture and 
help shape our future.  

● Location: Perth Western Australia, Remote considered for the right candidate.  

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS? ✍  

To apply for this amazing and life-changing role, please forward your resume along with  

portfolio/examples of your work to: 
hello@wemoney.com.au  

mailto:hello@wemoney.com.au

